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FROM ABBOTTABAD TO WORSE - Asian Affairs
Osama bin Laden, the founder and first leader of the Islamist
group Al-Qaeda, was killed in The raid on bin Laden's compound
in Abbottabad, Pakistan was launched .. At the end of the
meeting, the president seemed to be leaning toward a .. Since
the helicopter that had made the emergency landing was damaged
and.
The death of Osama bin Laden: how the US finally got its man |
World news | The Guardian
Disaster toys: These war games are for real on yet another
news-breaking tweet by President Donald Trump on his first New
Year's Day in office. This was not Trump's first fusillade
against Pakistan. It conveniently ignored how it had provided
safe haven in Abbottabad to Osama bin Laden for nearly a.
Trump tweets, Pakistan defies - The Hindu BusinessLine
The following article was written by the late Christopher
Hitchens soon after the killing of Osama bin Laden by US
special forces in May
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But it did not teach me how to tap into myself, how to lose
control. A wiretap of another suspect picked up a conversation
with al-Kuwaiti. How Nasscom played its cards right in the US.
BinLaden'sdeathwasthemostsignificantblowtoal-Qaedasofarbutthewarw
Several officials who were present in the Situation
Roomincluding the president, [] told reporters that the code
name for bin Laden was "Geronimo". The Security Council, while
exhorting UN member states to join their efforts against
terrorism, has repeatedly emphasized that this be done in
accordance with international lawhuman rights and humanitarian
law. O'Neill states that bin Laden was standing behind a woman
with his hands on her shoulders, pushing her forward.
Theleadanalyst,whowouldbecomeknownas"John"hismiddlenamehaddevoted
wanted the identity of the hidden family nailed. US officials
have refused to characterize the type of pornography found
other than to say that it was "modern" in nature.
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